HOME PAGE

Here’s how to navigate the Films On Demand home page you first see when you log in.

- SEE AND EDIT YOUR CUSTOMIZED PLAYLISTS
- CREATE YOUR PERSONAL LOGIN TO ACCESS CUSTOM FEATURES
- ORGANIZE VIDEOS AND SEGMENTS IN CUSTOMIZED FOLDERS
- SET CUSTOM SEARCH AND VIEWING OPTIONS
- DIRECT LINK TO RELEVANT VIDEO TUTORIALS
- CLICK HERE TO SEE A LIST OF RECENT ENHANCEMENTS
- BROWSE VIDEO TITLES AND SEGMENTS BY COURSE AREA
- SEARCH BY WHOLE VIDEO TITLES OR SEGMENTS
- SEE MONTHLY UPGRADES TO YOUR COLLECTION
- SEE AND EDIT YOUR CUSTOMIZED PLAYLISTS
- CREATE YOUR PERSONAL LOGIN TO ACCESS CUSTOM FEATURES
- ORGANIZE VIDEOS AND SEGMENTS IN CUSTOMIZED FOLDERS
- SET CUSTOM SEARCH AND VIEWING OPTIONS
- DIRECT LINK TO RELEVANT VIDEO TUTORIALS
- CLICK HERE TO SEE A LIST OF RECENT ENHANCEMENTS
- BROWSE VIDEO TITLES AND SEGMENTS BY COURSE AREA
- SEARCH BY WHOLE VIDEO TITLES OR SEGMENTS
- SEE MONTHLY UPGRADES TO YOUR COLLECTION
- QUICK LINKS TO NEW AND FEATURED TITLES